Specialist Autism Services are a non-profit organisation that works for and
with adults on the autism spectrum across Yorkshire, spreading autism
awareness nationally.
They make a positive difference to the lives of their members and through
person-centred support create opportunities for people to build confidence,
develop social skills, increase independence and fulfil their potential.
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“

Our service supports adults on the autism spectrum to develop their social skills,
confidence and independence. Our IBT interactive displays have greatly added
to this work that we do and we’d really recommend them to other organisations
involved in supporting learning.
These displays have offered new opportunities for social interaction. Individuals
will use the interactive displays to do collaborative art-pieces (using the Pro
program); they can share photos, favourite YouTube and other videos, and all
kinds of information on the screen. Cameras, laptops, external hard drives and
memory sticks can be plugged into the boards directly. Videos and films look
great on these screens, and far better than they did before when we used a
projector.
With the IBT interactive displays we can quickly look up answers to questions
that arise during discussions. We can plan journeys and outings together.
Having online information visible on a large screen means that it can be seen by
all in the workshop. We can put our plans up as well, and instructions for
activities we’re doing.

“

These interactive displays can help us to ensure that we’re catering to the
different learning styles of our members. Most of our members find the
touchscreen easy to navigate and can use it to indicate things they want to say
to others. This is particularly useful for our non-verbal members.
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Our Partners work with us to deliver IBT solutions with knowledgeable reassuring
installations.
Installation services can include removing old whiteboard technology.
There are several mounting options available for IBT interactive displays; from fixed
wall mounts, adjustable height wall mounts and manual and motorised floor stands.
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Why not request an online demonstration:
EMAIL: INFO@DISCOVERIBT.COM
OR CALL: +44 (0) 113 322 3045

British technology brand IBT is leading the way in
manufacturing complete touch solutions; superb
interactive displays and software perfect for a wide range
of applications in the Education, Business, Corporate and
Healthcare sectors.
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